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Choral Music for Chanukah
by Joshua R. Jacobson

An article on Chanukah music
appears in this issue so that conductors
who are interested in performing the
music described herein may have time
to purchase and rehearse it.
hanukah is not the Jewish
Christmas. True, the two
holidays often occur at the
same time (Chanukah is an
eight-day holiday which
begins on the 25th day of the Hebrew
lunar month of Kislev). True, in our
multi-cultural society, community
leaders and educators make an effort
to acknowledge the celebrations of
many different traditions. True,
retailers have extended the market for
Christmas sales by inventing the
concept of "Chanukah shopping." But
fundamentally the two holidays are
quite different.
While Christmas is one of the most
important holidays on the Christian
liturgical calendar, Chanukah is a
minor holiday and a relative
latecomer. The first Chanukah was
celebrated in the year 164 b.c.e. when
the holy Temple in Jerusalem was
reconsecrated after a bitter four-year
struggle against the Syrian-Hellenistic·
invaders. The major Jewish festivals
such as Passover and Yom Kippur
were instituted some 3000 years ago,
and their observance is detailed in the
Old Testament; Chanukah, on the
other hand, is mentioned nowhere in
the scriptural canon.
Furthermore, while the celebration
of the major Jewish holy days entails
cessation from work and a lengthened,
more ornate synagogue service, the
Jacobson is Chainnan of the Department
of Music at Northeastern University and
Director of the University's choral
program. He is also founder and director
of the Zamir Chorale of Boston.

eight days of Chanukah are regarded
as normal workdays, and there is little
time in the worship service for musical
elaboration.
The liturgy for Chanukah consists
of one prayer, Al HaNissim ("For the
Miracles"), which is inserted into the
daily prayers of supplication, the
cantillation of a special lesson from
the Pentateuch, and the chanting of
the Festival Psalms (113-118). Apart
from the liturgy, though, there are
festive rituals associated with the
celebration of Chanukah in the home.
On the eight nightsof-Ghanukah
candles are lit in the home by each
member of the family, accompanied
by the singing of hymns and blessings.
Festive meals are prepared, at which
special holiday foods are served. It is
not surprising then that the richest
vein of Chanukah music centers
around the home: hymns for the
lighting of the candles and folksongs
for children.
The best known hymn for
Chanukah is Maoz Tsur, generally
rendered in English as "Rock of Ages."

The Hebrew text of this hymn was
written in the thirteenth century by
the Italian Rabbi, Mordecai Ben Isaac
HaLevy, whose name can be found in
the initial letters of the five stanzas of
the poem.!
In America today, the best known
melody for this hymn is one which has
been sung by European Jewry for over
500 years. Interestingly, it closely
resembles three German Folksongs,
one of which also served as the
inspiration for a Lutheran chorale. 2
Example 1 shows the Maoz Tsur tune
as notated by Cantor Abraham Beer
in 1791;3 Examples 2,3, and 4 are
excerpts from three sixteenth-century
German folksongs: "Ich weiss mir ein
Meidlein hiibsch und fein,"4 "Van
Coninck Maximilian,"5 and "So weiss
ich eins was mich erfreut."6 Example
5 is the first phrase of the Lutheran
Chorale, "Nun freut euch lieben
Christen g'mein."7
There are several choral
arrangements of this popular
Chanukah hymn. My favorite is the
setting by Abraham Binder, with its
lush "purple" chromatic harmonies
(Example 6).
For centuries, music in the Jewish
traditions was transmitted orally; it is
rare to find transcriptions into
Western notation before the
nineteenth century.8 The oldest
printed source of Chanukah music is
another melody for the Maoz Tsy,r
hymn, notated by the Italian
composer Benedetto Marcello. The
story of how an Italian church
musician came to publish a synagogue
melody is of some interest. On a
Chanukah night about 270 years ago,
Marcello crossed over from Christian
Venice into the Jewish ghetto. Hewas
heading for the great Ashkenazic
synagogue, famed for the beautiful
music used in its services. Marcello, a
September 1990 I Page 19

successful lawyer and politician, was
also a composer of church music and
about to begin work on his greatest
project, Estro poetico-armonico, a
musical setting of the first fifty Psalms
from the Bible. Like other great artists
of his time, he felt the need to base his
creative work on that of the ancients.
But while his contemporaries based
their church music on Gregorian
chant, Marcello decided to go further
back, to the roots of Psalm singing in
ancient Jerusalem. And so Marcello
entered the synagogue to hear how the
Jews were perpetuating their ancient
musical traditions.
When he published his Psalm
settings in 1724, Marcello prefaced
some of his compositions with the
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arranged by Abraham Binder

the Waters of Babylon (Example 8). A
setting by the prominent New York
composer Hugo Weisgall is quite
different. He uses the original text
(with an alternate singable English
translation), and his tasteful, dry, lean
style is reminiscent of the neoclassicism of fifty years ago (Example
9) .
Perhaps the best known musical
setting of the story of Chanukah is
George Frideric Handefs oratorio,
Judas Maccabaeus. While the libretto
of Judas is based on the exploits of the
ancient Jewish freedom fighter as
recorded in the Apocrypha, to the
18th century British public, the work
also stood as a metaphor for its own
national aspirations. In April of 1746,
just months before the work was
composed, the British army had
finally succeeded in ridding the
country of a foreign invasion by the
Stuarts. Judas was also very popular
among the Jews of London; this was
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one of the first important stage
productions in England to portray a
Jewish national hero in an entirely
favorable lightl
One would be hard pressed to think
of a musical celebration of Chanukah
. more glorious than Judas Maccabaeus.
Conductors with sufficient time and
the appropriate forces at their disposal

Example 7

Intonazione degili Ebrei Tedeschi sopra
Benedetto Marcello
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choir, cantor, and organ. 14 One of
Lewandowski's loveliest compositions
for Chanukah is HaNeiros Halawlu, a
hymn traditionally sung just after the
kindling of the Chanukah lights.
Lewandowski's setting reflects his
desire to introduce a spirit of dignity,
splendour, and majesty into the
Jewish service (Example 11).
In 1888 the German composer Max
Bruch composed a work for chorus
and orchestra entitled, Hebriiische
Gesiinge, the third movement of
which uses the German Maoz Tsur
melody mentioned above. Although
Bruch was not Jewish, he was·
attracted more than once to Hebrew
themes, as is evidenced by his popular
Kol Nidre for cello and orchestra,
based on the well-known melody for
the Yom Kippur service.
The genesis of Hebriiische Gesiinge
goes back to 1815 when Lord Byron
had written a cycle of poems on Old
Testament themes. Byron presented
his poems to Isaac Nathan, a young
composer "musical farces and
operatic works" and invited him to set
them to music. Nathan, who had
some background in the Jewish
liturgy, chose to set the poems to
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existing Jewish mel.odies. It is curi.ous
that Nathan ch.ose the festive Maoz
Tsur hymn as his mel.ody f.or the
s.omber p.oem, On Jordan's Banks, a
lament f.or the Jewish exile. At any
rate, Bruch's arrangement .of Nathan's
setting is a dramatic c.omp.ositi.on,
calling f.or mixed ch.orus (divisi), large
.orchestra, and .organ.
In the twentieth century a number
.of ch.oral c.omp.osers began t.o create a
m.ore sizeable repert.oire .of music f.or
Chanukah. There are several reas.ons
f.or this surge .of inspirati.on. One is the
gr.owth .of Jewish ch.oral s.ocieties,
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141 White Oaks Road / Williamstown, MA 01267

13¥Rl(J. (JfHOfR GOWNS

from $25.95

, 'Professionally tailored gowns of
lasting beauty."

Available from
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which first appeared at the turn .of the
century in Eastern Eur.ope and s.o.on
spread t.o the United States and Israel.
An.other is the recent interest am.ong
c.ommunity and public sch.o.ol gr.oups
in representing a diversity .of h.oliday
traditi.ons. Unf.ortunately, much .of the
repert.oire .of recent vintage has been
hastily crafted t.o meet the needs .of
the m.oment. N.onetheless, .one can
find a number .of w.orks that are .of
m.ore than passing interest.
Arise and Be Free is a suite .of f.our
a cappella ch.oral s.ongs f.or Chanukah
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Transcontinental
Publications has just
initiated anew series
entitled,
Around
the World." So far, two
octavos hat,e been released
in this series; each can be
sung in either Hebrew or
English.
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FREE
catalog and

l:ta:bnlc samples.

Write today.
Since 1955 ...
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Example 10

Chanukah Candle Lighting Blessings
Salomon Sulzer
Edited by Joshua R. Jacobson
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style of polyphony and the addition of
tambourine and clay drum. To be
released later this year is Al
HaNisssimlSing to God, an
arrangement for chorus and piano
(with optional band) of a Klezmerstyle tune by Dov Frimer.
From the same publisher are
Herbert Fromm's Hanukah Madrigal,
a beautifully crafted contrapuntal
setting of a traditional Ashkenazic
folksong, and Light the Legend, an
original composition by Michael
Isaacson, employing some of the
rhythms and modes characteristic of
modern Israeli folk song. Both works
can be sung in either Hebrew or
English.
Conductors who are looking for
more light-hearted repertoire might
consider two works from HaZamir
Publications. I Have a Little Drel.Jdel
is a rock'n'roll version of a popular
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* English, French and Italian Art Songs
* Lieder * Song Cycles * Opera Arias
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tapes for your next choral program.
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Permission granted by HaZamir Publications.

by Steven Barnett of Minnesota. Each
of the four is based on a well-known
Ashkenazicl 5 Chanukah children's
song. The settings are challenging, but
fun to sing and fun to listen to,
making frequent use of jazz rhythms
and chords.
Transcontinental Publications has
just initiated a new series entitled,
"Chanukah Around the World." So
far, two octavos have been released in
this series; each can be sung in either
Hebrew or English. Aleih NeirilRise
Up My Light is by the IsraeliAmerican composer, Chaim Parchi. In
it a beautifully lyrical melody is set in
a jewel-like background in which the
chorus imitates the sound of bells. Mi
Zeh YemaleillI Sing of the Wonders is
a setting by the present author of a
Moroccan folksong. The exotic
modality of the original melody is
complemented with a non-Western

MARK FOSTER'S
BEST XMAS SEASON OCTAVOS

Dj
e/

JU

muSIC COIDt80T

A La Nanita Nana, arr. Roger Folsom (optional Guitar) SATB MF 547
Alleluia -- Kuhnau/Bach, ed. James McKelvy
w/acc SATB MF 544D
All So still -- Z. Randall Stroope
a cap SATB MF 540
Away in a Manger -- Bradley Ellingboe
a cap SATB MF 559
Christmas Lullaby -- Lajos Bardos
a cap
SAB MF 511
Deck the Halls In 7/8 -- J.McKelvy (SSA MF 953) a cap SATB MF 605
God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen -- Richard Donohue a cap SATB MF 560
Go, Tell It On The Mountain -- Carolyn Jennings a cap SATB MF 554
Hanerot Halalu --Baruch Cohen (SA, SAB or TTBB) w/acc SATB MF 677
Joy Shall Be Yours in the Morning --R. stroope
a cap SATB MF 551
Magnificat -- Halsey Stevens (kybd or strings & trpt)SATB MF 108
On the Mountain Top -- Rene Clausen
a cap SATB MF 532
Resonet in Laudibus -- R. Stroope (piano & snare drum) SATB MF 553
Sweet Was the song -- Rene Clausen
a cap SATB MF 550

CARDS VERLAG: Recent Major Christmas Works
Der Stern von Bethlehem -- Rheinberger,opus 164, German,orch. 50.164
Die Geburt Christi -- Herzogenberg, opus 90, German, str/org. 40.196
Vom Himmel Hoch -- Mendelssohn, English, chorus,orch.(16 min) 40.189
Please FAX 217-398-2791, call 800-359-1386, or write Order Dept.

MARK FOSTER MUSIC COMPANY

Box 4012

Champaign

IL 61824
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Ha Neiros Halawlu

New Outstanding
Madrigal Collections
in the

Renaissance Voices
Series
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INTRODUCTION to the ITALIAN
MADRIGAL for 4 mixed voices,
edited by Jerome Roche. 32 madrigals
by 20 composers, including Arcadelt, A.
Gabrieli, Lassus, Marenzio, Palestrin!l,
Rore and others. A revision of the
former Penguin Book of Four Part
Madrigals.
GM3200
176pp.
$10.95

The FLOWER of the ITALIAN
MADRIGAL for 5 and 6 part mixed
voices, edited by Jerome Roche.
Volume 1: Animuccia-Marenzio
Volume 2: Monte-Willaert
54 madrigals in 2 volumes by 28
composers, including Croce, A. and G.
Gabrieli, Gagliano, Gesualdo,
Monteverdi, Striggio, Wert, Willaert,
and others.
Vol. 1: GM3201 226 pp. $12.95
Vol. 2: GM3202 256 pp. $12.95

Just published
II TRIONFO di DORI for 6 part

mixed voices, edited by Harrison
Powley; the 1592 collection of 29
madrigals. The first modern
publication in four centuries of a
famous Italian anthology that was
reprinted many times in part books at
the end of the 16th century.
Commissioned by a nobleman from 29
celebrated poets and composers of the
day in honor of his bride, II trio11-fo
remains after 400 years one of the
finest tributes to love and beauty in the
literature of vocal ensemble music.
GM3204 264 pp. $25.00

All Renaissance Voices editions are in
large, clear 7 x 10" format, hand
engraved, with sewn bindings and
laminated covers. For brochures on the
series and ordering information,
inclttding special discozmt for standing
orders, write:

Gaudia Music and Arts, Inc.
Box A-17
435 West 116th Street
New York, NY 10027
Tel.: (609) 854-3760
Tele/ax: (609) 854-5584
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Check out the PORTABLE

Musicwriter
• Aexibility-12,000 locations per square inch
• Print Quality-Finest professional
• Memory-60,000 bytes in
machine, unlimited with
optional disc drive

• Price-$1875.00

Music and words
in one machine, and
within budget for the church
and school music department,
the individual and the professional.
Call us for details! Then order yours today!!

Music Print Corporation
p.o. Box 17608 Boulder, Colorado 80308
303-499-2552
® Musicwriter is a registered trademark of Music Print Corporation

children's song for Chanukah,
arranged by Matthew Lazar. The
present author's Chanukah Variations
is a humorous composition based on
an old Ashkenazic children's song.
Each variation has a unique
character, ranging in style from the
traditional hymn to nineteenthcentury bombast to contemporary jazz
and aleatoric techniques.
Many conductors annually
undertake a search for repertoire
suitable for Chanukah that can be
introduced into a December concert.
This article is not a comprehensive list
of choral music for Chanukah; rather,
it is an attempt to present a broad
selection of repertoire for mixed
chorus based on the experience of
numerous concerts and the reactions
C]
of singers and audiences.

Compositions mentioned in the article
Ttl
1 e
AI HaNissim
Alev Neyri
Arise and Be Free
1. Sevivon
2. Yemey Chanukah
3. Mi Yemalel
4. Mi Zeh Hidlik
Chanukah Variations
Della Vita/Maoz Tsur
Fortress, Rock
Hanevros Halawlu
Hanukah Madrigal
Hebrew Songs
I Have a Little Drevdel
from Judas Maccabaeus:
See the Conquering Hero
Hallelujah, Amen
Light the Legend .
MaozTsur
MaozTsur
Mi Zeh Yemallel

Composer
Dov Frimer
Chaim. Parchi
Steve Barnett

Joshua Jacobson
Benedetto Marcello
Hugo Weisgall
Louis Lewandowski
Herbert Fromm
Max Bruch
Michael Gelbart
Handel
Michael Isaacson
Italian chant
traditional/Binder
Joshua Jacobson

Publisher
Transcontinental
Transcontinental
Transcontinental

Hazamir Publications
Hazamir Publications
Merion (T. Presser)
Hazamir Publications
Transcontinental
Kalmus
Hazamir Publications
Kalmus
Transcontinental
HaZamir
Transcontinental
Transcontinental

Forces
satb, piano
satb, barit. solo
satb div
satb div
satb div
satb div
satb, div
s,continuo
satb
satb, organ
satb, sop solo
satb, orchestra
satb, piano, tenor solo
satb, sa soli, piano
satb, piano
satb, piano
unison
satb
.satb diy, barit. solo,
tambourine and clay
drum

Notes
Macy Nulman, Concise Encyclopedia of
Jewish Music (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975),
p. 162.
2 Eric Werner, A Voice Still Heard
(University Park: The Pennsylvania State
University Press, 1976), pp. 90-92.
3 Abraham Beer, Baal Tefillah (MS, 1791;
reprint ed., New York: Sacred Music Press,
1954). This is the first known appearance of this
melody in Western notation.
4 K. Othmayr, Reutherriche Liedlein (1544),
quoted in Eric Werner, A Voice Still Heard, p.
90 and p. 262.
5 Quoted in Eric Werner, A Voice Still
Heard, p. 90 and p. 262.
o Idelsohn, Jewish Music (New York: Holt
Rinehart and Winston, 1929; reprint edition,
New York: Schocken Books, 1967),p. 171.
7 Quoted in Eric Werner, A Voice Still
Heard, p. 90 and p.262.
8 Polyphony is not found in Jewish music
(with rare exceptions) until the nineteenth
century. The Rabbis zealously (but not always
successfully) guarded lest the chants from the
ancient Middle Eastern homeland become
diluted through contact with Western music.
And so, synagogue music retained many of its
Mediterranean characteristics: it was, by and
large, modal, melismatic, monophonic, and
male dominated.
o Sulzer's legendary singing attracted the
notice of music lovers from a variety of
backgrounds, including Franz Liszt, who wrote
in 1859, "We went to the synagogue to hear
(Sulzer). For moments we could penetrate into
his real soul and recognize the secret doctrines
of the fathers. Seldom were we so deeply stirred
by emotion as on that evening, so shaken that
our soul was entirely given over to meditation
and participation in the service." (quoted in
A.Z. Idelsohn, Jewish Music, p. 253.)
HI Salomon Sulzer, Schir Zion (Vienna: n.p.,
1840; reprint ed., New York: Sacred Music
Press, 1954).
" Samuel Naumbourg, Zemirot Yisrael
(Paris: n.p., 1847; reprint ed., New York:
Sacred Music Press, 1954).
12 Hirsch Weintraub, Schire Beth Adonai
(Konigsberg: n.p. 1959; reprint ed., New York:
Sacred Music Press, 1954).
I

HaZamir Publications, 35 Garland Road, Newton, MA, 02159
Edwin F. Kalmus & Co, P.O. Box 5011, Boca Raton, FL, 33431
Merion Music, Theodore Presser, Presser Place, Bryn Mawr, PA
Transcontinental Music Publications, 838 Fifth Avenue, NYC, NY 10021

13 Elieser Gerovitsch, Schire; Simroh (Rostov:
n.p., 1904; reprint ed., New York: Sacred
Music Press, 1954).
14 Louis Lewandowski, Todah W'Simrah
(Berli.n: n.p., 1876-1882; reprint ed., New
York: Sacred Music Press, 1954).

15 "Ashkenazic" refers to the Jewish traditions
which originated in Northern Europe. The
other two main divisions are "Sephardic,"
referring to the Jews of Spanish origin,. and
"Oriental," referring to the Jews who lived in
the Arab lands of the Middle East.

Christmas / Advent

New
Choral
Anthems
By
Barbara Harbach
and

Slngl Christ Is Bornl
This Night In Bethlehem
Infant of Ught
The Christmas Babe
Our Christmas Gift

SATB $1.00
SATB $1.00
SA/TB$1.00
SATB $1.00
SATB $1.00

General sacred
We Proclaim the Wondrous
Glories of His Name (Mouret) SATB
There's a City on a HIli
SATB
Praise Him with the Trumpet
SATB
What Is the World to Me (Bach) SATB
Sing, Alleluia
SATB

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00

Same Day Service / 1
Free Sample Cassette / Call Toll Free

Jonathan Yordy
VIVACE PRESS
P.O. BOX 602
AMHERST. NY
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